Comment. Math. Helvetici 52 (1977) Figure 3 counting multiplicities, and C* may be rationally parametrized by the mapping P-* T, where P varies on a fixed tangent Une To and T is the other tangent to C passing through P as depicted in Fig. 3 . Now let C be another conic in the plane P2 and assume that C and C are nowhere tangent, so that they meet transversely at four points. Then the same will be true of the dual curves C* and C* in P2*, and in the product C'x C^-P^P1 we consider the incidence correspondence E ={(P, L):PeL) of points PeC and tangent lines L to C such that PeL. It is clear that E is the basic variety underlying the Poncelet construction. E is an algebraic curve in PxxPx; the transversality of C and C assures that for every point (P, T)eE at least one of the coordinate axes {P}xC* and C'x{T\ through (P, T) meets E in two distinct points, from which it follows that E is nonsingular. The adjunction formula for curves on an algebraic surface then gives that the genus of E is one.
Thèse facts will also corne out directly during the proof of the Poncelet theorem. Namely, the construction in Fig.   1 suggests considering the pair of involutions i.E-^E and ï\E-*E defined respectively by i(P,L) (P,L') and i'(P,L) (P',L) where P' is the residual intersection of L with C and V is the other tangent to C through P as depicted in Fig. 4 . In terms of the notation in Fig. 1 
so that the composition j=ï°i satisfies /(P,, L,) (P,+i, Ll+1). Consequently, /n(P0, Lo) (Pn, Ln), from which we conclude that:
The configuration n(PojLo) will be finite exactly when jn(P0, Lo) (POy Lo) for some integer n.
Figure 4 Evidently now our problem is équivalent to looking for flxed points of the automorphism jn on the curve E, to which we now turn. Taking the quotient of E by the first involution i is the same as considering the map E -» C* given by (P,L)->L. This realizes E as a 2-sheeted covering of the Riemann sphère P1.
The branch points correspond to the fîxed points of i, and thèse occur for the Unes L which are tangent to C as well as to C, i.e., to the four distinct points in C'*nC*. We want to discuss this condition in more détail. According to (iii) there will be one plane f other than T passing through LA and tangent to S', and by (iii) again this plane will be tangent to S somewhere along LA. The picture of T, together with T, is something like that shown in Fig. 8 Fig. 9 . We set f=iA(T), and in this way define four involutions 1 We will comment on the construction in IR3 at the end of the paper. For later use, it is of interest to prove this in a more elementary fashion.
Instead of E we consider the curve C=SDS' and the mapping ttaiC-^P1 sending a point Pe C to the A-line L on S which contains P. Since L meets S'in two points, 7rA is a 2-sheeted covering, and branching occurs exactly over those A-Unes La S which are tangent to S'. To show that the genus of C is 1, it will suffice to prove that there are four such branch points. Dualizing, we then obtain that the genus of E is 1. Now the other projection irB : C-» P1 given by sending Pe C to the J3-line on S containing it is again a 2-sheeted covering, having by symmetry the same number of branch points as tta. Thus, it will suffice to prove that there are exactly eight lines on S which are tangent to S'.
If a Une LcSis tangent to S' at P, then PeSDS' and Tp(Sf)eS* by the second statement in (iii) above. Conversely, if PeSDS' and Tp(S') TP>(S) for some P'eS, then the line WP lies in S and is tangent to S'. If PeSDS' has coordinates x, then Tp(Sr)eS* if, and only if, Q'x Qy for some y satisfying (Oy, y) 0. This is the case if, and only if, (Q'x, CTlQ'x) 0. It follows that the points PeSnS' for which Tp(S')gS* are defined by (Qx, x) 0,
Thèse are three quadrics meeting transversely (11) T.-îjeQ-il.
(1)
Since this condition is independent of To, we conclude the proof of our theorem as before. Q.E.D.
We now discuss the conditions on S and S' which will insure that our polyhedron is finite. Although (1) seems to impose three conditions on the pair S, S', we shall prove the relation î'b°Îb°ï a°U identity, (2) or, equivalently,
which shows that (1) contains only two conditions. In fact, using (3) Each quadrilatéral represents a différent plané, ail flattened out as in Fig. 9 to aid in visualization. 
